
SSC Result 2017 All Education Board Bangladesh

Hello Friends, Welcome to www.sscresult-2017.com/. Are you looking for SSC Result 2017
Bangladesh fast check online, mobile SMS, android apps? I am glad to say that you are in the 
perfect place. I have written this article so that you can find some information about SSC result 
2017. Here, I have described the idea about how to get the result from 10 education board of 
Bangladesh.

Now you are thinking how you can get the SSC results 2017! Don’t worry. I have described it 
too. By reading this article, you will able to check SSC result 2017 BD fast check online. You 
will also find how to get SSC result 2017 by android apps.

Now, the people who don’t use the internet what can they do! For them, I have written how to 
bring SSC result 2017 by mobile phone. In the end of this article, you will find how to download 
the SSC result mark sheet. And also find how to challenge the board. So please read the article 
below for detail information.

SSC Result 2017 BD check By SMS, android apps details:

In this section of the article, I am going to give a detailed idea about SSC Result 2017 
Bangladesh fast check online, mobile SMS, android apps. The ministry of education and prime 
minister decides when the result will publish. Generally, the result comes out after 60 days of the 
last exam. It is education board’s procedure for publishing the results. The SSC result 2017 will 
publish date after 2 months of the last exam. The ministry of education told the press that 9 
August is the SSC result 2017 BD publishing date.

Now at the result date, you will face a question that how to get the result fast and simple way. 
Relax! You can download your SSC result 2017 in many simple ways. And the way is to check 
SSC result 2017 BD fast check online by mobile SMS or android apps. Yes, these two ways are 
efficient and handy.

The people who use the internet they can download the result from online or by android phone.

They just need a device and an active internet connection. But, many people of this country don’t 
use the internet. So, they need an alternative way like SSC Result 2017 on android apps. . SMS 
method is suitable and perfect for them. They can get their result by any mobile phone. This 
method doesn’t need the internet. And its cost is low. And, you can also get your result on our 
website without facing any problem.

SSC Result 2017 all education boards: 

The SSC Exam 2017 has started on 5th April and will end on 20th June. The exams Started at 
10am. The written exam has ended on 9th June. After that, the practical exam has begun. The 
practical exam will start on 11th June and will continue to 20th June. In this year total 10, 73,884 
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students took a part in the SSC exam 2017 from 10 education boards. The exam has taken in 
2,552 centers of Bangladesh. The 162 students from abroad also took part in this year’s exam. 
The total abroad centers were seven. This year’s exam was so exciting. The first ever creative 
method has introduced in this year’s exam. The exam has taken in 3 hours. All students attend 
the written exam first then the MCQ exam starts. In the middle of the exam, students got 10 
minutes of break. The full mark of each subject is 100. The handicap students got an extra 
advantage in this year. The disable students got 20 minutes more for writing with the help of 
copyists. And, the students who have special needs like autism and Down syndrome got extra 30 
minutes. These students can also take help from their teachers, parents, and other helpers.

The education minister Nurul Islam Nahid personally visited some centers and satisfied about the 
good environment. So, we can say the SSC exam result 2017 will be great.

When SSC exam result 2017 publish date?

Generally, the education board publishes the SSC result after 60 days of the last exam. It is their 
procedure for publishing the result. This year SSC written exam will finish on 8th June. So 
according to the education boards procedure, the SSC result publish date 2017 on 9th August.

Updates! Yes! 9th August is the day when students will get their SSC Results. The education 
ministry told the press about that.

In this date, the students will face an important question. How to get the SSC result 2017? The 
answer is two ways. One is by using online and another is by SMS method. And, by using online 
or the internet, you can download the result also two ways. One is using the android apps and 
other is a website. And the best part is you can get your SSC result 2017 from our website 
www.sscresult-2017.com/.

Now, thanks for reading but this is not the end of this article! In the below article, I going to tell 
you how can you get your SSC result 2017 for every board. And also show you how you can 
download the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone. In addition with that, how you can get the SSC 
result 2017 by android apps.

SSC Result 2017 Dhaka Board

The students of Dhaka education board can get their SSC result 2017 Dhaka board directly on 
the official website of Dhaka board.

The official website of Dhaka education board is www.dhakaeducationboard.gov.bd. In this link, 
you will find your SSC results 2017 Dhaka board. The Dhaka education board made this portal 
for the students so they can find result easily.

In this link, the students will find a website where they have to put there some information for 
getting the result. The Dhaka education board provides the results into two ways.
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The first is by roll number wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method 
is institute’s EIIN code number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get 
your SSC results 2017 by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? The answer is by the SMS. The SMS method is much handy than the internet for 
getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>DHA<space>your roll<space>passing year and send to 16222.

The “DHA” is the 1st three letters of Dhaka education board. This method will cost low which is 
2.38 taka per SMS.

The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many students of 
this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to download the SSC 
result 2017. They just need to install the app. The students can install this app from the Google 
Play Store. They just need an internet connection.

The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps. This version is powered 
by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you will find many search 
results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and install it. Now you 
can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Comilla Board

Are you a student of Comilla education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017 Comilla 
board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Comilla board.

http://comillaboard.gov.bd/ is the link to the official website of Comilla education board is. In 
this link, the students will find a website where they have to put their some information for 
getting the result.

The Comilla education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by roll number wise. 
This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s EIIN code number. 
And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC results 2017 by any of 
these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS.

The SMS method is much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use 
postpaid or prepaid can get their results by SMS method. This method will cost low which is 
2.38 taka per SMS.
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Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. Like SSC (space) COM (space) your roll (space) year 
you passing and send to 16222.

The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many students of 
this country are using the smart phones. So, it will be a good and easy way to download the SSC 
result 2017. They just need to install the app.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the BD result Apk version. This version is powered 
by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google.

After that, you will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of 
BD result and install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Jessore Board

Are you a student of Jessore education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017? Then you 
can find the result directly on the official website of Jessore board.

http://www.educationboard.gov.bd/jessore/ is the official website of Jessore education board. 
The Jessore education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result. The Jessore education board provides the results into two 
ways.

The first is by roll number wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method 
is institute’s EIIN code number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get 
your SSC results 2017 by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>JES<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “JES” is 
the 1st three letters of Jessore education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka per 
SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many students 
of this country are using the smart phones.
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So, it will be a good and easy way to download the SSC result 2017. They just need to install the 
app. The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps.

This version is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you 
will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and 
install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC result 2017 Sylhet Board

Are you a student of Sylhet education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017? Then you can 
find the result directly on the official website of Sylhet board.

http://sylhetboard.gov.bd/ is the official website of Sylhet education board. The Sylhet education 
board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result. The Sylhet education board provides the results into two ways. 
The first is by roll number wise. This method is for individual to get results.

And another method is institute’s EIIN code number. And this method is for the whole institute 
results. You can get your SSC results 2017 by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method. Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After 
recharging your phone, you must send a message with some information. The format of the 
message is.

Type SSC<space>SYL<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “SYL” is 
the 1st three letters of Sylhet education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka per 
SMS.

The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many students of 
this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to download the SSC 
result 2017. They just need to install the app. The students can install this app from the Google 
Play Store.

They just need an internet connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the 
BD result apps. This version is powered by Teletalk.

You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you will find many search results. Among 
them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC 
result 2017.
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How to get SSC result 2017 Dinajpur Education Board?

Are you a student of Dinajpur education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017 Dinajpur 
board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Dinajpur board.

http://dinajpureducationboard.gov.bd/ is the official website of Dinajpur education board. The 
Dinajpur education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result.

The Dinajpur education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by roll number 
wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s EIIN code 
number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC results 2017 by 
any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>DIN<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “DIN” is 
the 1st three letters of Dinajpur Education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka 
per SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many 
students of this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to 
download the SSC result 2017. They just need to install the app. The students can install this app 
from the Google Play Store.

They just need an internet connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the 
BD result apps.

This version is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you 
will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and 
install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Rajshahi Board

Are you a student of Rajshahi education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017 Rajshahi 
board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Rajshahi board.

https://rajshahieducationboard.gov.bd/ is the official website of Rajshahi education board.The 
Rajshahi education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.
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The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result. The Rajshahi education board provides the results into two 
ways. The first is by roll number wise. This method is for individual to get results.

And another method is institute’s EIIN code number. And this method is for the whole institute 
results. You can get your SSC results 2017 by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>RAJ<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “RAJ” is 
the 1st three letters of Rajshahi education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka 
per SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many 
students of this country are using the smartphones. So it will be a good and easy way to 
download the SSC result 2017. They just need to install the app.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps. This version 
is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google.

After that, you will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of 
BD result and install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Chittagong Board

Are you a student of Chittagong education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017 
Chittagong board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Chittagong 
board.

http://www.bise-ctg.gov.bd/ is the official website of Chittagong education board. The 
Chittagong education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result.

The Chittagong education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by roll number 
wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s EIIN code 
number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC results 2017 by 
any of these methods.
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In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>CHI<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “CHI” is 
the 1st three letters of Chittagong education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka 
per SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many 
students of this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to 
download the SSC result 2017. They just need to install the app.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps.

This version is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you 
will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and 
install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Barisal Board

Are you a student of Barisal education board? Are looking for the SSC result 2017 Barisal 
board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Barisal board.

http://www.barisalboard.gov.bd/ is the official website of Barisal education board. The Barisal 
education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result.

The Barisal education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by roll number wise. 
This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s EIIN code number. 
And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC results 2017 BD by any 
of these methods. In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they 
find their SSC result 2017?

They can find the SSC result 2017 Bangladesh by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.
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Type BAR<space>MAD<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “BAR” 
is the 1st three letters of Barisal education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka 
per SMS.

The students also can get their SSC result 2017 by android apps. Nowadays many students of 
this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to download the SSC 
result 2017. They just need to install the app.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps.

This version is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you 
will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and 
install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

SSC result 2017 Vocational Board

Are you a student of Vocational education board? Are looking for the SSC vocational result 
2017 Bangladesh? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of vocational 
board.

http://www.bteb.gov.bd/ is the official website of Vocational education board. The Vocational 
education board made this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must fill up some 
information for getting the result.

The Vocational education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by roll number 
wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s EIIN code 
number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC results 2017 
BD by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>VOC<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “VOC” 
is the 1st three letters of Vocational education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 
taka per SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 BD by android apps. Nowadays 
many students of this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to 
download the SSC result 2017 BD. They just need to install the app.
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The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps. This version 
is powered by Teletalk.

You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you will find many search results. Among 
them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC 
result 2017.

SSC Result 2017 Madrasha Board

Are you a student of Madrasha education board? Are looking for the Dakhil result 2017 for 
Madrasha board? Then you can find the result directly on the official website of Madrasha board.

www.bmeb.gov.bd is Madrasha board’s official website. The Madrasha education board made 
this portal for the students so they can find result easily.

The students who click the link they will find a website. In there, students must put some info to 
get the result. The Madrasha education board provides the results into two ways. The first is by 
roll number wise. This method is for individual to get results. And another method is institute’s 
EIIN code number. And this method is for the whole institute results. You can get your SSC 
results 2017 by any of these methods.

In Bangladesh, every student or people don’t use the internet. So how can they find their SSC 
result 2017? They can find the SSC result 2017 by mobile phone SMS. The SMS method is 
much handy than the internet for getting results. All the students who use postpaid or prepaid can 
get their results by SMS method.

Now what you need to do is recharge your phone first. After recharging your phone, you must 
send a message with some information. The format of the message is.

Type SSC<space>MAD<space>your roll<space>passing year then send to 16222. Here “MAD” 
is the 1st three letters of Madrasha education board. This method will cost low which is 2.38 taka 
per SMS. The students also can get their SSC result 2017 BD by android apps. Nowadays many 
students of this country are using the smart phones. So it will be a good and easy way to 
download the SSC result 2017 Bangladesh. They just need to install the app.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store. They just need an internet 
connection. The students can also download the Apk version of the BD result apps.

This version is powered by Teletalk. You just need to search this in the Google. After that, you 
will find many search results. Among them, you can download the Apk version of BD result and 
install it. Now you can enjoy the SSC result 2017.

How to check SSC Result 2017 online?
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The students can SSC result 2017 BD fast check online. They just need is an active internet 
connection. With the help of the internet, they can find the SSC result 2017. They can get their 
result from the official website of the Bangladesh education board.

Method:

1. Select the SSC/Equivalent
2. Select the 2017.
3. Select your Board name.
4. Type your roll number.
5. Solve the sum to ensure you are not a robot.
6. Just press the submit button.

But I am recommending for choosing another alternative. Because in the result date, the official 
website of education board often gets jammed. So, I am going to give you an effective solution. 
You can check your result in our website without any problem.

How to check SSC Result 2017 through mobile SMS?

The students who don’t use the internet can get the SSC result 2017 Bangladesh on mobile 
phone. In this process, they only need is a mobile phone. And the method is SMS method. This 
method is simple and cheap. The students just have to send a message for getting the SSC result 
2017 BD. Here, the cost is much low, only 2.38 taka per SMS. The SMS format is given below.

Type SSC<space>1st three letters of the board<space>roll<space>passing year then send to 
16222. One example can clear your understanding, SSC DHA 223344 2017 and send to 16222. 
Or visit our partner website: http://sscresult-2017.com/

How to check SSC result 2017 through android apps?

Nowadays, every person uses the smart phone. It is very helpful for viewing results and getting 
information. The students can download their SSC result 2017 BD on android apps easily. It is 
totally free. You just need an internet connection for this.

The students can install this app from the Google Play Store by an android mobile. They can also 
search this app in the search engine and download this. Now they need to download this app and 
install it. After installing the app, they can enjoy the SSC result 2017 Bangladesh.

When available SSC exam result 2017 mark sheet?

The SSC result 2017 mark sheet will available on the result date. Students can find their marks 
Sheet in the official website of the education board.

Generally, the mark sheet releases at 6pm. But it can also be found at 2pm if the database of 
education board is updated. The students can also get their SSC result 2017 mark sheet from our 
website.
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How to SSC result 2017 rescrutiny program?

Here, I am going to tell you how to challenge the board. The students who will try to see their 
papers can do this. Any SSC examinee can challenge the board. All they need is to submit an 
application by Teletalk SMS within one week after the exam. The rescrutiny result will publish 
in the 1st week of September. Now, I am writing the format of the message of the rescrutiny 
program.

Type RSC<space>first 3 letters of your board<space>Roll<space> Subject code then send to 
16222. Example: RSC DHA 121314 101 and send to 16222.

How to get result through our social facebook or Google plus fan page?

The students who are interested in getting the SSC result 2017 BD in time with no cost. They can 
get the result from our social Facebook , Twitter and Google plus fan page. I am assuring you 
that you will get your result in fast than other people.

What you need is to like our Facebook and Google plus fan page first then comment your roll 
and board. Then you can enjoy your SSC result 2017 Bangladesh faster than others.

Finally, I will say that this year’s result was excellent and every student was comfortable and 
satisfied by the exam. I will pray to the god for their best result. And, I hope you have found 
your answers and information’s about the SSC Result 2017 Bangladesh
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